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Abstract: The ability to perform short-term traffic flow forecasting is a crucial component of intelligent transportation systems. However, accurate and reliable traffic flow forecasting is still a significant issue due to the complexity and variability of real traffic systems. To improve the accuracy of short-term traffic flow forecasting, this paper presents a novel hybrid prediction framework based on Support Vector Regression (SVR) that uses a Random Forest (RF) to select the most informative feature subset and an enhanced Genetic Algorithm (GA) with chaotic characteristics to identify the optimal forecasting model parameters. The framework is evaluated with real-world traffic data collected from eight sensors located near the I-605 interstate highway in California. Results show that the proposed RF-CGASVR model achieves better performance than other methods.
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1 Introduction

As a component of the smart city concept, intelligent transportation systems aim to relieve traffic congestion, reduce fuel consumption, and provide reliable, safe, and green transportation[3, 4]. An important issue and a crucial component of intelligent transportation systems is the ability to perform real-time forecasting of traffic flow (i.e., short-term traffic flow forecasting), which focuses on predicting traffic flow over a certain road or past a checkpoint for a short future time interval (usually less than 30 min). Traffic flow forecasting can be used for real-time traffic management, including traffic light control, route guidance, and congestion alleviation[2].

Accurate short-term traffic forecasts are vital for traffic managers and travelers. Given the rapid development of information technology and transportation infrastructure[5, 6], real-time traffic data can be obtained more easily than ever before[7, 8]. Over the past few decades, many techniques have been proposed to solve the short-term traffic flow forecasting problem. However, accurate and reliable traffic flow forecasting is still a significant issue due to the complexity and variability of real traffic systems.

This study proposes a novel prediction framework based on Support Vector Regression (SVR), Genetic Algorithm (GA), and Random Forest (RF) methods for short-term traffic flow forecasting. This framework aims to solve the feature selection and parameter optimization issues of SVR. The framework consists of three major components. The first component is a feature selection method based on RF, but this method performs feature selection during the learning process rather than by applying cross-validation or individual feature ranking. The second component is a parameter optimization method for SVR that uses an enhanced GA with chaotic characteristics (CGA). In particular, a modified
chromosome generation method and a chaotic mutation strategy for GA are proposed to help avoid local optima. The enhanced GA provides improved solutions to optimization problems, such as SVR parameter selection. The final component of the framework applies the CGA and RF results to optimize the SVR-based forecasting model. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is evaluated using real-world traffic flow data collected from the Performance Measurement System (PeMS) of the California Department of Transportation. The experimental results show that the proposed forecasting model provides more accurate forecasts while requiring fewer features than other methods, such as standard SVR with grid search, Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN), and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA).

The contributions of this study are as follows. First, this work proposes a short-term traffic flow forecasting method based on the hybrid RF, GA, and SVR approaches that uses RF for feature selection and the modified GA to optimize the SVR parameters. Second, this work proposes a feature selection model within the learning process based on RF to select the most informative feature subset. Third, a modified chromosome initial stage and a mutation stage are applied to handle the local convergence problem caused by the random operation of standard GAs.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work regarding short-term traffic forecast models, parameter optimization, and feature selection. Section 3 describes the proposed hybrid framework in detail. Section 4 evaluates the effectiveness of the framework by using an experiment with real-world data. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of the study and recommendations for future work.

2 Related Work

Accurate short-term traffic flow forecasting is vital for traffic managers and travelers. Various forecasting approaches have been applied to different disciplines. Many studies have employed parametric approaches, treated traffic information as time series data, and employed time series analysis methods to recognize historical data patterns and forecast future trends\(^7\). Parametric approaches, including k-nearest neighbor\(^8\), Kalman filter\(^9\), and ARIMA\(^10,11\) methods, provide ideal results when the traffic flow variations are regular and stable. However, the performance of these methods suffers under realistic traffic conditions because the real world is complex and exhibits irregular variation.

Machine learning approaches, such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), have been proposed to cope with nonlinear patterns of traffic flow data. These methods are used to predict traffic by analyzing the relationships between historic and future data. As a typical machine learning technique, ANN relies on the principle of empirical risk minimization; thus, it may result in low accuracy for small samples and have an overfitting problem with large datasets. Scholars have also proposed several improved ANNs, including BPNN, Radial Basis Function neural network (RBF)\(^12\), and general regression neural network\(^13\). In contrast to ANN, SVM is based on the structural risk minimization principle, which reduces the risk of traditional empiricism and model complexity. SVMs have achieved great success on many real-world problems\(^14-16\), not only for classification but also for regression problems, in which an extension algorithm, namely, SVR, is applied to introduce the $\varepsilon$-insensitive loss function.

The SVR model can yield a globally optimized result for most nonlinear problems. However, two issues strongly affect the prediction performance of the model. The first issue is feature selection. Training the SVR forecasting model by using the original feature set may reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of the model due to redundant or noise features in the original data. The second issue is parameter optimization. The SVR performance relies on a suitable combination of parameters, and incorrect parameter settings can result in unacceptable performance.

Researchers have focused on the feature selection issue. In general, feature selection can be categorized into two main approaches, namely, filter\(^17\) and wrapper\(^18\) approaches. The main idea of the filter approach is to rank features according to predefined criteria, such as statistical measures, which are completely independent of the forecasting model\(^19\). Huang and Tsai\(^20\) used a filter-based feature selection approach to choose the most important input features and applied SVR to predict traffic flow. Zhu et al.\(^21\) proposed a novel adaptive SVR based on the filter approach to efficiently remove the corresponding impulse noise. Wrapper approaches assess the quality of every combination of features through the forecasting model and choose the optimal features based on its performance\(^22\). Maldonado and Weber\(^23\) introduced a wrapper algorithm to decide which features to remove in SVR.

Other studies have focused on identifying the optimal parameters for forecasting training method. Several
algorithms are frequently used to select the optimal parameter values; these algorithms include Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, and GA. PSO\cite{24,25} is a group-based intelligent optimization algorithm that was originally developed based on the study of the predatory behavior of birds. Several methods have been proposed based on PSO for selection of SVR parameters\cite{26–28}. The simulated annealing algorithm\cite{29} is a random search method inspired by physical annealing. Researchers have adopted this approach to optimize SVR parameters\cite{30,31}. However, the optimal solution is often abandoned in favor of acceptance probability; consequently, the final solution is not necessarily the optimal solution.

GAs\cite{32} are based on biological evolution and can be easily combined with other models. GAs have been applied to optimize SVR parameters in many applications\cite{33–35}. However, the traditional GA has limitations, such as slow search and tendency to fall into the local optima, known as the “pre-maturation” problem.

Performing feature selection and parameter optimization tasks within the same framework, as in the case of traffic flow forecasting, has been rarely reported. The relationship between feature subsets and parameters has not been fully considered. The parameters must “fit” with the feature subsets to achieve the highest accuracy with few features. Thus, these two optimization tasks share the same importance in constructing a forecasting model.

Motivated by these challenges, the present work proposes a novel prediction framework based on SVR, GA, and RF for short-term traffic flow forecasting.

3 Proposed Hybrid Framework

3.1 Overview of the proposed hybrid framework

This study presents a three-stage hybrid method that combines the prediction capability of SVR, the feature-ranking characteristics of RF, and the optimization ability of GA. This framework is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The first stage employs the RF algorithm to roughly evaluate the importance of each feature. This algorithm randomly creates training data and feature subsets from the original data to generate multiple decision trees. An ordered feature list is created by testing the accuracy impact of each feature of each tree. In contrast to other filter-based methods that measure the accuracy of the feature subset with the generated RF model itself\cite{36,37}, the proposed model simultaneously validates the feature subset and the SVR parameters to find the most predictive features and the optimal parameter values. Thus, the goal of the second stage is to find the parameter set given the feature sets obtained from the first stage. CGA, which uses modified chromosome encoding, population initialization, and mutation strategy, is adopted to provide improved convergence by introducing chaotic characteristics that balance randomness and ergodicity\cite{38}. Chromosomal fitness is assessed by the SVR model using the given feature sets.

The third stage involves determining the best combination of the feature subset and the parameter set to construct a forecasting model. Thus, the procedure described above is executed multiple times with different feature subsets, and features with low effect are removed during each iteration. Finally, the optimized parameters are identified in accordance with the optimized feature subset, and the forecasting model is constructed.

3.2 SVR algorithm

SVR is an extension of SVM for solving regression problems to find a function that represents the relationships in historical data; the identified function can accurately predict future values. The original SVM was introduced
by Cortes and Vapnik at the Computational Learning Theory Conference in 1995\(^{[39]}\). SVM is designed to solve classification problems by finding an optimal hyperplane for either linear or nonlinear problems by mapping data to a high-dimensional feature space. Using Lagrange multipliers, the problem is transformed into a convex quadratic programming problem\(^{[40]}\) that has a global optimal solution. SVM can be extended to solve regression problems with the \(\varepsilon\)-insensitive loss function\(^{[41]}\).

Given the training data set \(\{(x_1, y_1), \cdots, (x_n, y_n)\}\), where each \(x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d\) is a \(d\)-dimensional input vector that contains one feature, in traffic flow forecasting, \(l = N \times TP\), where \(N\) is the number of sites, \(TP\) is the number of data collection time points, and \(y_i\) is the corresponding response value (i.e., the forecasted traffic data). The goal of SVR is to find a function that best maps the input \(x\) to the output \(y\). The generic SVR function can be represented as follows:

\[
f(x) = W \phi(x) + b
\]  

where \(W\) is the weight vector and \(b\) is the bias. This function determines a hyperplane that describes the linear relationship between \(\phi(x)\) and \(y\) in a high feature space, and \(\phi(x)\) represents the nonlinear mapping of \(x\). Thus, a complex nonlinear problem is converted into a linear problem. To find the values of \(W\) and \(b\), the following objective function is solved\(^{[42]}\):

\[
\min \frac{1}{2} ||W||^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_\varepsilon(f(x_i) - y_i),
\]

\[
L_\varepsilon(f(x_i) - y_i) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } |y - f(x)| \leq \varepsilon; \\
|y - f(x)| - \varepsilon, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(L_\varepsilon\) is the \(\varepsilon\)-insensitive loss function, and \(C\) is a constant parameter that balances the model complexity and training error defined by \(L_\varepsilon\). By introducing slack variables, the function can be expressed as follows:

\[
\min \frac{1}{2} ||W||^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \xi_i + \xi_i^* \right),
\]

\[
s.t., \quad \begin{cases} 
f(x) - y_i \leq \varepsilon + \xi_i, \\
y_i - f(x) \leq \varepsilon + \xi_i^*, \\
\xi_i \geq 0, \xi_i^* \geq 0, \quad i = 1, 2, \cdots, n
\end{cases}
\]

where \(\xi_i\) and \(\xi_i^*\) are non-negative variables that represent the deviation between the actual data and the edge and are determined by \(\varepsilon\) and \(f(x)\), respectively. This optimization problem can be transformed into a dual problem by using Lagrange multipliers. Under the well-known Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the prediction function \(f\) can be obtained as follows\(^{[43]}\):

\[
f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i^* - a_i) K(x, x_i) + b,
\]

s.t., \(0 \leq a_i^* \leq C, \quad 0 \leq a_i \leq C
\]

where \(a_i^*\) and \(a_i\) are the Lagrange multipliers that must be determined by solving the dual problem. \(K\) is the kernel function that allows the dot product to be processed in high-dimensional feature space by using known low-dimensional space data without explicit transforming operator \(\phi\). Any function that meets the Mercer’s condition can be used as a kernel function. The present study uses RBF, which is commonly used in regression problems:

\[
k(x, x_i) = \exp(-\sigma \|x - x_i\|^2)
\]

where \(\sigma\) is a parameter that is normally selected manually (e.g., \(C\) and \(\varepsilon\)). However, an inappropriate parameter setting can result in unacceptable performance. Moreover, large values of \(\sigma\) or \(C\) may lead to overfitting because of the overreduction of the training error, whereas small values of \(\sigma\) or \(C\) can result in underfitting due to the overreduction of model complexity. Furthermore, all features (dimensions) of \(x_i\) are treated equally in the learning process but may either be correlated or irrelevant to the forecasting. Therefore, applying all features without selecting the most predictive features not only increases the computational complexity of the model but also affects its forecasting performance. In addition, the choice of the feature subset can influence the appropriate SVR parameters (and vice versa)\(^{[44]}\).

Considering these two issues, the challenge is to identify the combination of the most informative feature subset and the optimal parameters for the prediction model in the context of traffic flow forecasting.

### 3.3 Feature selection algorithm

An RF approach is introduced in this study for feature selection. RF can be applied with two main approaches, namely, filter or wrapper methods. Filter methods remove the least effective features by evaluating and ranking them without considering their interrelationships or their effects on the forecasting model. Thus, identifying an optimal feature subset for a specific classification or regression model is difficult using this approach\(^{[45]}\). By contrast, wrapper methods evaluate features based on the accuracy of the forecasting model and by considering the possible interactions among the features\(^{[46, 47]}\).

This study performs feature ranking by using the RF algorithm, but the features are evaluated and selected by the forecasting model with SVR\(^{[48]}\). RF is a machine learning algorithm designed for classification and regression problems. This algorithm employs a bootstrap
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The forecasting model may perform poorly without suitable parameters. Traditional cross-validation methods for parameter selection may cause cross error. To overcome this problem, this study presents an enhanced parameter optimization method using a GA based on tent mapping and chaotic mutation.

### 3.4 Parameter optimization

The SVR model contains three key parameters, namely, $\sigma$ in the kernel function, $\varepsilon$ in the loss function, and $C$ in the objective function. These parameters directly affect the generalization performance of the forecasting model. Thus, the values selected for these parameters play a significant role in the traffic forecasting problem.

The forecasting model may perform poorly without suitable parameters. Traditional cross-validation methods...
chromosomes and ensure variety in the initial population. This method introduces chaos and thus can balance the ergodicity and uniformity of the initial population. The basic idea of chaos initialization is to generate a chaotic variable sequence according to the population size for each gene and to transform the ergodic range of the chaotic motion into the domain of each parameter. In addition, a random value may be added to the generated chaotic variable to avoid the “fixed periodic points” problem caused by length limitation of a computer “word”. The procedure of chaotic population initialization is as follows:

**Step 1.** Generate an initial value \( x_0 \) that is not in the small periodic point.

**Step 2.** Generate a chaotic variable by using the following equation:

\[
x_{n+1} = \begin{cases} 
ux_n, & 0 \leq x_n \leq 0.5; \\
(1 - ux_n), & 0.5 \leq x_n \leq 1 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of iterations and \( u \) is a control parameter that is usually set to 2.

**Step 3.** When \( x_n \) enters the fixed points or small periodic cycles, i.e., when \( x_n = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, \) or \( x_n = x(n-k), k = 1, 2, 3, 4 \), it is reassigned using the following equation:

\[
x_{n+1} = \begin{cases} 
ux_n + 0.1 \cdot \text{rand}(0,1), & 0 \leq x_n \leq 0.5; \\
(1 - ux_n) + 0.1 \cdot \text{rand}(0,1), & 0.5 \leq x_n \leq 1 
\end{cases}
\]

**Step 4.** Select a chaotic variable after a random number of iterations and repeat three times until each of the three genes has its own chaotic variable.

**Step 5.** Map the chaotic variable back into the value range of the SVR parameters by using the following equations: \( X(i, j) = m + (n - m)x(i, j), i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \) and \( j = 1, 2, 3 \), where \( X \) is the mapped value corresponding to the SVR parameters, \( M \) is the population size, \( j \) indicates the three genes; and \( m \) and \( n \) are the minimum and maximum values, respectively, allowed for the gene parameters.

**Step 6.** Repeat Steps 2 to 6 for \( M \) times until all the genes have values and all the chromosomes have been constructed. At this point, the population is initialized.

### 3.4.3 Selection, crossover, and mutation

According to the “principle of the survival of the fittest”, the fittest solutions (chromosomes) should survive, whereas the less fit solutions should be removed from the current population. The surviving chromosomes from the current population are used as parents to produce new offspring. In this study, the selection operator follows “rank selection” method and keeps half of the current population.

The crossover operation is then conducted to generate child chromosomes from the selected chromosomes with a possibility of \( cp \). A traditional linear recombination method is applied, and genes in child chromosomes are determined using the following equation:

\[
G^p(i) = \begin{cases} 
G^p_1(i) = aG^p_1(i) + (1 - a)G^p_2(i); \\
G^p_2(i) = (1 - a)G^p_1(i) + aG^p_2(i), \\
i = 1, 2, 3, \quad a \in U[-0.25, 1.25], \quad \text{if } \text{rand} > cp
\end{cases}
\]

where \( G^p_1(i) \) and \( G^p_2(i) \) are the genes in the parent chromosomes; \( G^p_1(i) \) and \( G^p_2(i) \) are the genes in the child chromosomes; and \( a \) is a uniformly distributed random number.

The next step of GA is a mutation operation. Tent map method is employed again to generate a new value based on the original gene. First, the gene values are mapped back to an interval of \([0, 1]\) by using the following equation:

\[
G^*(i) = (G(i) - m)/(n - m)
\]

A mutation gene is then generated to replace the original gene by using tent map method:

\[
G_{\text{mut}}(i) = \begin{cases} 
ug^*_{\text{mut}}(i)(n - m) + m, & 0 \leq G^*(i) < 0.5; \\
(1 - G^*(i)), & 0.5 \leq G^*(i) \leq 1
\end{cases}
\]

where \( G_{\text{mut}}(i) \) represents the new mutated genes; \( m \) and \( n \) are the minimum and maximum allowed values, respectively, for parameter genes; and \( u \) is a control parameter.

### 3.4.4 Fitness function and performance evaluation

The fitness function is an important component in GA used to estimate the quality of each chromosome. In this study, an SVR-based fitness evaluation is introduced with widely used measurement criteria, such as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). RMSE is used to evaluate the performance of traffic flow forecasting models and
serves as the fitness function in GA. In particular, the parameter settings of each chromosome are applied to the SVR forecasting model to perform the forecasting task. RMSE is calculated and used as the fitness value for the corresponding chromosome.

In addition, the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is introduced for performance evaluation. MAPE reflects the error between the predicted and actual values and is typically suitable for measuring datasets with large outliers. By contrast, RMSE is mainly used to evaluate error distribution. For the given validation data set \((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)\), RMSE and MAPE are used for performance evaluation and calculated as follows:

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (f(x_i) - y_i)^2} \tag{11}
\]

\[
MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{f(x_i) - y_i}{y_i} \right| \tag{12}
\]

where \(n\) is the number of test samples, \(f(x_i)\) is the forecasting value, and \(y_i\) is the actual value for the \(i\)-th sample. Thus, the smaller the RMSE or MAPE is, the higher the forecasting accuracy will be, and the fitter the chromosome will be. In this study, RMSE is selected as the fitness function for the proposed CGA.

3.4.5 Framework

A flowchart of the proposed RF-CGASVR parameter optimization is shown in Fig. 1, and the details are described as follows:

Step 1. Collect traffic flow data from a real-world road network and perform data normalization.

Step 2. Rank the features by using the RF algorithm with the training data.

Step 3. Initialize the GA population by generating genes encoded for the three SVR parameters through tent map method.

Step 4. Create multiple SVR models based on the training data with the given feature subsets from the RF model and the chromosome population from GA.

Step 5. Evaluate the fitness of each model on the validation data.

Step 6. If CGA does not converge, then go to Step 7; otherwise, go to Step 8.

Step 7. Perform the selection, crossover, and chaotic mutation operations to generate a new population and then go to Step 4.

Step 8. Record the current feature subset and SVR parameters; if the number of features is 1, then go to step 10; otherwise, go to Step 9.

Step 9. Remove the least important feature from the feature set, and then go to Step 2.

Step 10. Select the best combination of feature subsets and SVR parameters.

Step 11. Construct the final SVR forecasting model.

Step 12. Evaluate the SVR model on the testing data to obtain the forecasting results.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed RF-CGASVR method for short-term traffic flow forecasting, this study conducted experiments with two typical road layouts, namely, straight road and crossroad. Experiments in the straight road layout were designed to evaluate the forecasting performance in a simple scenario, where all the observation sites were located along the same road. Experiments in the crossroad layout focused on an intersection and used more observation sites located along different roads. The experiments were also designed to assess the capability of the proposed RF-CGASVR method to reveal the spatiotemporal relationships between other road regions and the target sites from the selected feature subset.

4.1 Experiment data

In this study, traffic flow data obtained from eight observation sites located along the I-605 interstate highway in California were used. The data were obtained from the Caltrans PeMS[52] and can be downloaded from http://pems.dot.ca.gov. The eight sites are located from the Caltrans PeMS data [52], and can be downloaded from http://pems.dot.ca.gov. The eight sites are located from the intersection of Artesia Fwy and I-605 to the intersection of Del Amo Blvd and I-605 (Figs. 2 and 3). The data from these sites flows from north to south. The data from sites 1 and 2 were used to predict traffic at site 3.

In the straight road layout (Fig. 2), the model predicted the traffic flow of a specific site by using data collected from sensors located along the same road. Three nearby observation sites at I-605 were selected. Sites 2 and 3 were selected because they are located at two nearby intersections, and site 1 was selected because it is the nearest site to the two intersections. The traffic at these three sites flows from north to south. The data from sites 1 and 2 were used to predict traffic at site 3.

In the crossroad layout (Fig. 3), the model adopted data from multiple sensors located along different roads but around an intersection to perform the forecasting task. To evaluate the performance and reduce the effect from distant road regions, this study selected five nearby observation sites located around an intersection that have obverse traffic links with one another. The traffic at sites 2, 5, and...
4 flows from north to south; at site 1, the traffic flows from west to east; and at site 3, the traffic flows from east to west. The experiment used data from sites 1–4 located in each of the four directions to predict traffic flow over the next 5 minutes at site 5, which is located at the center of the intersection.

The traffic flow data used in the experiments covered 10 weekdays (6 March 2017–19 March 2017) for each site. Weekend data were removed due to differences in traffic patterns. In addition, the experiments used only traffic data from morning (6:00–10:00) and evening (16:00–20:00) rush hours because few vehicles are in transit during the rest of the day. The data were collected at 5-minute aggregated intervals; thus, the unit is vehicles per 5 min (veh/5 min), i.e., the number of vehicles over the past five minutes. Therefore, each site had 96 sample points per day.

The traffic flow data were split into three groups to construct the forecasting model and evaluate its performance. The first eight weekdays (6–9 and 13–16 March 2017) were used as the training dataset. The data for 10 July 2017 were used as the validation dataset. The data from 17 March 2017 were used as the test dataset. Finally, for the two different road layouts, we obtained four experimental datasets, namely, straight road morning rush hour (straight-M), straight road evening rush hour (straight-E), crossroad morning rush hour (cross-M), and crossroad evening rush hour (cross-E) datasets.

In this study, the goal of the forecasting task is to predict traffic flow for the next 5 minutes by using the short-term historic data of related sites, including the target site itself. The traffic flow data collected at times \( t, t-i, t-2i, \) and \( t-3i \) from all sites were used to predict traffic flow at the target site at time \( t+i \), where \( i \) is a 5-min sampling interval. The collected data were used as input features for the forecasting model; thus, the straight road layout experiment had 12 original input features (three sites with four features each), and the crossroad layout experiment had 20 features (five sites with four features each).

### 4.2 Configuration

The experiments in the two road layouts were conducted using the real-world traffic dataset described in the previous section. We compared the proposed model with related methods, including ARIMA, BPNN, SVR with grid optimization (GRIDSVR), and SVR with the proposed chaos GA optimization (CGASVR).

ARIMA and BPNN are two algorithms widely used for regression problems. These methods were compared with the proposed algorithm to evaluate forecasting ability. GRIDSVR and CGASVR are SVR-based prediction methods that can optimize the SVR parameters by using different algorithms, similar to the proposed model; however, these methods lack a feature selection process. GRIDSVR employs the GRID algorithm to search for the optimal parameters, and CGASVR uses the enhanced GA to evaluate the performance of the selected features. The proposed RF-CGASVR method is also based on the enhanced GA, but it executes an RF algorithm to perform feature selection. The related parameters for these methods are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

To compare the prediction performances of these forecasting methods, we adopted RMSE and MAPE as
Table 1 CGA settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum evolution generation</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM cross-validation number</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover probability</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation probability</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value range of $C$</td>
<td>$[0.1, 100]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value range of $\sigma$</td>
<td>$[0.01, 100]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value range of $\epsilon$</td>
<td>$[0.01, 1]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 RF settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of decision trees</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of predictors sampled for splitting at each node $\max\left(\text{floor}\left(\frac{\text{size}(\text{Feature} - 2)}{3}\right), 1\right)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Analysis of results

All the experiments were conducted using the four datasets described in Section 4.1. The performances of the different methods in terms of RMSE and MAPE were analyzed to determine prediction errors. The prediction errors of the different methods with the different datasets are listed in Table 3. A histogram of the comparison results is presented in Fig. 4 to show the differences among the methods.

For traffic flow forecasting, Table 3 and Fig. 4 show that SVR-based methods are superior to BPNN and ARIMA methods on all four datasets. This result could be due to the highly nonlinear pattern of traffic flow and the difficulty in considering many potential factors affecting real-world road networks in forecasting. ARIMA is a simple time series forecasting model that focuses more on historical average values than on patterns; as such this method is suitable when the relationship between the input and the output is approximately linear. In the present work, ARIMA performed the worst. BPNN requires a relatively large training dataset and has complex network structures that create features that are difficult to realize and determine in a real-world scenario for short-term traffic flow forecasting. However, SVR-based methods with an RBF kernel provide nonlinear modeling capability and thus achieved better performances and smaller prediction error than the other methods.

Comparison of SVR-based methods GRIDSVR, CGASVR, and the proposed RF-CGASVR shows that the proposed model is better than CGASVR and considerably outperforms GRID-SVR on all the experimental datasets. These three methods employ different parameter optimization algorithms: RF-CGASVR and CGASVR use the enhanced GA to find the optimal parameters, and GRID-SVR uses the GRID search algorithm. GA is a heuristic algorithm that can search a broad solution space than the GRID algorithm, which searches only in a given space with a given step size; as such, finding the optimal solution using the GRID algorithm is more difficult than when using GA. In addition, given the ergodic characteristics of tent map method for population initialization and mutation operations, GA search can be focused in the range of the optimal solutions to offer a better fitness value. Thus, CGA is efficient at finding the optimal solution and is suitable for SVR parameter optimization.

From the viewpoint of feature selection, the proposed method, which adopts the RF algorithm for feature selection, significantly improves the forecasting accuracy. This result is reasonable because competing methods use all available features to construct a forecasting model; thus, they are unable to remove redundant or noise data. In addition, the obtained feature subset of the model implies the contribution of each site to the target sites via the traffic network. The feature subsets of the four experimental datasets selected by the proposed method are shown in Table 4. The feature selection process reduced the number of features from 12 to 4 in the straight-M and 8 in the straight-E datasets, and from 20 to 8 in the cross-M

Table 3 Comparison of RMSE and MAPE for different datasets and algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Straight-M</th>
<th></th>
<th>Straight-E</th>
<th></th>
<th>Cross-M</th>
<th></th>
<th>Cross-E</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIMA</td>
<td>73.7405</td>
<td>0.1192</td>
<td>62.6106</td>
<td>0.0974</td>
<td>40.5423</td>
<td>0.0777</td>
<td>35.5719</td>
<td>0.0703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPNN</td>
<td>62.3429</td>
<td>0.0932</td>
<td>36.6302</td>
<td>0.0563</td>
<td>42.8166</td>
<td>0.0842</td>
<td>36.8955</td>
<td>0.0712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA-BPNN</td>
<td>60.2726</td>
<td>0.0873</td>
<td>35.0750</td>
<td>0.0511</td>
<td>40.0641</td>
<td>0.0803</td>
<td>34.6850</td>
<td>0.0710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIDSVR</td>
<td>52.6397</td>
<td>0.0796</td>
<td>31.7426</td>
<td>0.0478</td>
<td>38.9752</td>
<td>0.0727</td>
<td>32.8228</td>
<td>0.0645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGASVR</td>
<td>52.1030</td>
<td>0.0783</td>
<td>31.8273</td>
<td>0.0482</td>
<td>37.6650</td>
<td>0.0703</td>
<td>32.2336</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF-CGASVR</td>
<td>49.8129</td>
<td>0.0726</td>
<td>31.1140</td>
<td>0.0469</td>
<td>33.0953</td>
<td>0.0675</td>
<td>31.3078</td>
<td>0.0636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RMSE was used as a GA fitness function as in Eq. (11), and MAPE was calculated using Eq. (12).
Table 4 Features selected by RF-CGASVR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Selected features*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Straight-M</td>
<td>2-1, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight-E</td>
<td>1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 2-1, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-M</td>
<td>2-1, 2-3, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 5-1, 5-2, 5-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-E</td>
<td>1-1, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 3-2, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 5-1, 5-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *, The feature ID is coded with two numbers: the first number is the site ID, and the second number indicates the time point. For example, 2-1 means the traffic flow data from site 2 at the current time, and 3-4 is the traffic flow data of site 3 collected 15 minutes ago.

and 10 in cross-E datasets. These results indicate that the traffic pattern during evening rush hours is more complex than that during morning rush hours; thus, the RF algorithm selected more features from the evening dataset than from the morning dataset. One explanation might be that morning traffic has numerous fixed destinations (i.e., most people need to arrive at work at specific times). By contrast, the times and destinations where they leave work are variable. The results also reflect the spatiotemporal relationships of the sites: that is, features that occur immediately prior to the prediction time should be selected, and features from the target sites provide great contributions.

The results provide useful insights about the features and reveal the relationship between the target site and traffic flow. For example, from the cross-M and cross-E experiments, traffic flow from site 1 has more impact on site 5 during the evening rush hours than that during the morning rush hours. We also observed that more features were selected from sites 2 and 4, indicating that these two sites have a greater effect on the target site traffic flow than the other sites.

To illustrate the performances of different methods, we compared the real traffic flow data and the forecasting results of the various modeling methods (Fig. 5). The results of the proposed RF-CGASVR method have minimal differences with the real traffic flow, and its residual value is more stable than that of the other methods in the erratic and stable parts of the dataset. Thus, the proposed method achieves a traffic flow prediction curve that is most similar to the observed data. The figure clearly indicates that the proposed RF-CGASVR method achieves smaller prediction errors than the other methods in the four experiments while employing fewer (but critical) features. Overall, the proposed method is more suitable for short-term traffic prediction than the other tested methods.

5 Conclusion

Accurate forecasting of short-term traffic flow can effectively save travel time, reduce traffic jams, and provide route guidance. This paper proposes a novel
method for short-term traffic flow forecasting. The method is based on the combination of RF, GA, and SVR for feature selection, parameter optimization, and prediction, respectively, in an integrated framework. A modified chromosome initialization stage and a mutation stage are applied to handle the local convergence problem caused by the random operation of the standard GA. The selected features and parameter values are directly related to the final forecasting performance; thus, the proposed method reveals the relationships between the target site and other road regions and exhibits better forecasting performance than its competitors. The experiments conducted in this study confirm the performance of the proposed method with real-world traffic flow data obtained from the Caltrans PeMS in the USA. The proposed RF-CGASVR method provides better forecasting performance than the other tested methods and constitutes a valid approach for short-term traffic flow forecasting.

The traffic flow data of different roads for different time periods exhibit clearly different patterns. This study focuses primarily on the spatial relationships among the sites. However, this work does not consider long-term scale traffic flow patterns, such as weekly similarities and holiday similarities. Future studies should include traffic type, road conditions, and other driving restrictions, such as truck routes, across-traffic turns, school zones, traffic light times, and traffic densities, which influence traffic patterns.
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